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V-I characteristics in the vicinity of the order-disorder transition in vortex matter
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The shape of theV-I characteristics leading to a peak in the differential resistancer d5dV/dI in the vicinity
of the order-disorder transition in NbSe2 is investigated.r d is large when measured by dc current. However, for
a small I ac on a dc bias,r d decreasesrapidly with frequency, even at a few hertz, and displays a large
out-of-phase signal. In contrast, the ac responseincreaseswith frequency in the absence of dc bias. These
surprisingly opposite phenomena and the peak inr d are shown to result from a dynamic coexistence of two
vortex matter phases rather than from the commonly assumed plastic depinning.
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Measurement ofV-I characteristics or of the differentia
resistancer d5dV/dI in superconductors is a very commo
method to investigate vortex dynamics and to identify va
ous possible pinned and moving phases of the vortex ma
In particular, the specific shape ofV-I that leads to a peak in
dV/dI has attracted much attention.1–11 In numerical simu-
lations this peak inr d is usually ascribed to plastic vorte
depinning followed by dynamic ordering of the lattice.8–11

However, magnetic decorations and small-angle neu
scattering studies, which have observed the plastic defor
tion of the lattice near the depinning followed by the d
namic ordering,12–14 did not find the predicted peak i
dV/dI.12,13 In addition, in clean systems such as NbSe2 the
peak indV/dI is present surprisingly only in the lower pa
of the peak effect~PE!, whereas in the rest of theH-T phase
diagram theV-I curves are concave upward with no peak
dV/dI.2,3,15 Moreover, in the same region where the peak
r d is observed, a number of anomalous vortex matter pr
erties were recently found, including the striking observat
that for an ac current the apparent vortex mobilityincreases
rapidly with frequency.16–20 Several ideas and models ha
been proposed in which the ac agitation facilitates the pla
vortex depinning. Yet another important paradox has
ceived little attention: when the ac current is superposed o
dc bias the opposite behavior is observed, i.e., the appa
vortex mobility decreaseswith frequency, even at frequen
cies as low as several hertz.3 None of the models that de
scribe the peak inr d or the mobility enhancement with
frequency8–11,16have resolved this apparent paradox.

In this paper we demonstrate that the shape of theV-I
curves, the peak indV/dI, and the opposite frequency de
pendencies stem, instead, from a dynamic coexistence of
vortex matter phases. A highly pinned metastable disorde
phase~DP!, generated at the sample edges, anneals in
weakly pinned equilibrium ordered phase~OP! in the bulk of
the sample.17,21,22 The specific shape of the dcV-I curves
results from the fact that most of the sample is in the me
stable DP at low currents, but in the OP at high currents. T
dynamic transformation results in a peak indV/dI. If mea-
sured by a small ac current superposed on a dc bias, we
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that the peak indV/dI decreases with frequency and displa
a unique out-of-phase signal due to the slow transforma
process. In contrast, for an ac current with no dc bias, o
the edges of the sample are contaminated by the DP, re
ing in the opposite behavior, i.e., the voltage response gr
with the ac frequency.

Transport measurements were carried out on several
doped~200 ppm! NbSe2 crystals in striplike four-probe con
figuration in applied fieldH parallel to the c axis. The dat
presented here are for a 230.430.04 mm3 crystal withTc
55.6 K, Hc2(4.2 K)51 T, and the PE fieldHp(4.2 K)
50.53 T. Very low contact resistance of;10 mV was
achieved with large current contacts of Au evaporated on
freshly cleaved surface. By immersing the crystals in liqu
He, currents up to 100 mA could be applied with negligib
heating. Square wave or sinusoidalI ac was used and the
correspondingVac was measured by a lock-in amplifier.

Figure 1 showsVac vs I ac andVdc vs I dc in the vicinity of
the order-disorder transition in the lower part of the PE
H50.44 T. The dc curve~solid circles! starts to increase in
a concaveform above 18 mA and then rapidly turnsconvex.
At higher currents linear flux-flow behavior is obtained. A
though the form of the dcV-I curve may seem rather con
ventional, we find that in NbSe2 the convex shape is prese

FIG. 1. Vac-I ac characteristics at various frequencies a
Vdc-I dc (d). The voltage response increases with ac frequency
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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only in the lower part of the PE, while in the rest of the pha
diagram the curves are always concave upward, consis
with previous reports.2,3,15 Vac vs I ac measured at variou
frequencies in Fig. 1 are remarkably different from the
V-I . Even at a frequency as low as 1 Hz the apparentI c is
much lower and the voltage response below 20 mA
strongly enhanced. Furthermore, the apparent vortex mo
ity increases rapidly with frequency, as noted previously.16–18

Figure 2 shows the differential resistancer d measured by
superimposing a smallI ac ~0.1 to 1 mA! on I dc , r d
5Vac /I ac , along withr d5dV/dI obtained by numerical dif-
ferentiation of the dcV-I at H50.31 T. At this slightly
lower field within the PE the dcV-I characteristic~solid
curve! is more gradual and turns convex above;20 mA. At
the inflection point,dV/dI displays a large peak reachin
three times the flux flowr f . The remarkable result here
that the acr d is significantly different from the dc value3 and
it decreases rapidly with frequency. Note that the peak in
r d is suppressed to about half of the dc value already atf as
low as 3 Hz, indicating the existence of very long charac
istic time scales that are even longer than the vortex tra
time across the sample, as described below. None of the
croscopic bulk mechanisms, such as plastic depinning or
namic ordering, can account for such long time scales. Mo
over, due to the high sensitivity of the lock-in technique, t
ac r d vs I dc is commonly integrated to derive the fullV-I
characteristics.4,5 The important conclusion from Fig. 2 i
that the integral of the acr d is not equalto the dcV-I .

Figures 1 and 2 display a striking qualitative differenc
for a pure I ac the measuredVac increaseswith frequency,
whereas for a smallI ac superposed on a largerI dc the result-
ing Vac decreaseswith f. The lower panel of Fig. 2 show
another puzzling aspect of the data, which is a large out
phase component that appears only in the nonlinear pa
theV-I and is absent in the flux-flow region. An out-of-pha
signal is a common feature in ac susceptibility measu
ments, where the amplitude of the current induced in

FIG. 2. In-phase and out-of-phase differential resistancer d at dc
(d) and various ac frequencies~left axis!, and dcV-I characteristic
~right axis!. In-phaser d decreases with frequency, while the out-o
phaser d is maximal at intermediate frequencies.
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sample and the dissipation level depend on the excita
frequency. In transport measurements, in contrast, the am
tude of the current is fixed by the external circuitry a
therefore the voltage response, as a rule, is frequency i
pendent and does not show any out-of-phase signal at
frequencies. To the best of our knowledge this is the fi
published report of an imaginaryr d , which further empha-
sizes the anomalous vortex dynamics in the lower part of
PE. Note that the out-of-phaser d is nonmonotonic with fre-
quency: it vanishes in the limit of high and lowf and is
largest for the 22-Hz data.

We now discuss the results in view of the recent und
standing that the PE reflects a disorder-driven first-or
phase transition from a weakly pinned OP~Bragg glass! with
a low critical current densityJc

ord into a strongly pinned DP
with a high Jc

dis .23–25 Local measurements have demo
strated that below the transition, in the lower part of the P
in the presence of transport current a supercooled metas
DP is formed at the sample edge because of nonunif
vortex penetration through the surface barriers.17,21,22As the
vortex lattice moves across the sample, the metastable
with a high concentration of dislocations gradually anne
into the dislocation-free OP. We describe the annealing st
of the DP by its local critical current densityJc(x), which
has a nonequilibrium excess valueJ̃c(x)5Jc(x)2Jc

ord rela-
tive to the fully annealed OP. Since in low-temperature
perconductors thermal activation is negligible, the sole
nealing mechanism of the metastable DP is through
current-driven displacement that allows rearrangement
disentanglement of the vortices during the motion. We the
fore assume, for simplicity, that the relative annealing ofJ̃c
upon displacement by a smallDx is given byDx/Lr , where
Lr is a characteristic relaxation length over which the D
anneals into the OP. Since the lattice flows with velocityv,
J̃c at x1Dx and at timet1Dt5t1Dx/v is thus described
by J̃c(x1Dx,t1Dx/v)5 J̃c(x,t)(12Dx/Lr), which leads to
the partial differential equation of the annealing process

FIG. 3. Theoretical dcV-I characteristic~solid line! with I c
ord

52 mA, I c
dis518 mA, r f52 mV, W5400 mm, and Lr(V)

5L0(V0 /V)h with h52, L05200 mm, andV0530 mV. The fre-
quency dependence of the differential resistance at the opera
point (d) is shown in Fig. 4~b!. Inset: Schematic sample geomet
andJc(x) across the sample width.Jc(x) decreases with increasin
current.
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] J̃c~x,t !/]x1~1/v !] J̃c~x,t !/]t52 J̃c~x,t !/Lr~v !, ~1!

with a boundary condition atx50, where vortices penetrat
into the sample, ofJ̃c(0,t)5Jc

dis2Jc
ord . A key aspect of the

annealing process is that the relaxation lengthLr crucially
depends on the displacement velocityv. Fast transient
measurements26 show that at low velocitiesLr is large,
whereas for a potential landscape that is strongly tilted b
large driving force the disentanglement is very rapid, so t
empirically Lr.L0(v0 /v)h5L0(V0 /V)h. Here h is typi-
cally in the range of 1–3,L0 , v0, andV0 are scaling param
eters,V5vBl is the measured voltage drop,B is the mag-
netic field, andl is the distance between the voltage contac
We now demonstrate that these simple assumptions des
all the essential experimental observations.

We first analyze the time-independent behavior. The
solution of Eq.~1! is Jc

dc(x)5(Jc
dis2Jc

ord)exp(2x/Lr)1Jc
ord ,

as shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 3. By integrat
over the widthW we obtain the total critical current of th
sampleI c5d*0

WJc
dc(x)dx:

I c~Lr !5~Jc
dis2Jc

ord!@12e2W/Lr (V)#Lr~V!d1I c
ord , ~2!

whereI c
ord5Jc

ordWd andd is the sample thickness. Note th
I c depends onLr , which in turn depends on voltageV. This
property is central to the described phenomena: Coexiste
of the DP and OP results in an inhomogeneous sample
moreover, the degree of the inhomogeneity,Jc(x), changes
with vortex velocity. As a result, the totalI c of the sample is
not fixed, but rather changes with voltage.

The dc V-I characteristics can be derived as followin
We write for simplicity the V-I of the OP asV5r f(I
2I c

ord), wherer f is the flux-flow resistance. Similarly, whe
the entire sample is in the DP,V5r f(I 2I c

dis) with I c
dis

5Jc
disWd. These two asymptoticV-I solutions are shown by

the dashed lines in Fig. 3. Here we have assumed for s
plicity that the flux-flow resistancer f is the same for any o
the phases. As a result, when the two phases coexisV
5r f(I 2I c), whereI c is given by Eq.~2! and is voltage de-
pendent throughLr(V). Hence an analyticalI (V) relation
can be written directly asI 5V/r f1I c„Lr(V)…, and the result-
ing nonlinearV-I characteristic is shown by the solid curv
in Fig. 3. At very low voltagesLr is larger than the sampl
width, namely, the entire sample is contaminated by the
and hence theV-I initially follows the asymptotic dashed
line of the DP with I c5I c

dis . At high vortex velocitiesLr

becomes very short, most of the sample is in the OP, and
V-I approaches the asymptotic line of the OP withI c5I c

ord .
In the crossover region a specific shape of the curve with
inflection point is obtained alike the experimental dcV-I
curves in Figs. 1 and 2. This shape is the result of a cont
ous decrease of the totalI c of the sample fromI c5I c

dis to
I c5I c

ord with increasing current. The exact curvature in t
crossover region depends on the parametersh, L0, andV0
~see Fig. 3 caption! and may be either gradual or very stee
and may even obtain a negative slope resulting in
S-shaped characteristic as found recently in the lower pa
the PE.27
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In order to understand the frequency dependence of
differential resistance shown in Fig. 2 and in more detail
Fig. 4~a!, we solve Eq.~1! for a small periodic velocity per-
turbation v5vdc1vace

ivt caused by applied curren
I dc1I ace

ivt. In this case Lr(v)5Ldc1(dLr /dv)vace
ivt.

Following a simple calculation and keeping only the line
terms in vac , we obtain Jc(x,t)5Jc

dc(x)1Jc
ac(x)eivt,

where Jc
ac(x)5(Jc

dis2Jc
ord)(dLr /dv)(vdcvac /Ldc

2 )e2x/Ldc

(12e2 ivx/vdc)/ iv. Note thatJc
ac(x) is negative because of

negativedLr /dv, reflecting the fact that the system becom
more ordered with increasingv. In the limit of low fre-
quency,Jc(x,t) slowly varies between two extreme dc sol
tions determined byLdc6(dLr /dv)vac , as shown in the in-
set of Fig. 3. At the minimum value of the current,I dc
2I ac , the vortex velocity is lowest,Lr is largest, and hence
Jc(x) is highest. At the maximum of the current,I dc1I ac ,
Lr is smallest and the sample is ‘‘cleanest,’’ resulting in
large enhancement in the vortex velocity. Hence the larger d
at low f arises from the varying contamination of the samp
which significantly amplifies the voltage response. Howev
modification of the sample contamination is a slow proc
because the only mechanism of enhancement of the l
disorder in the bulk is by transporting a more disorder
lattice from the edge of the sample. This results in charac
istic time scales comparable with the vortex transit tim
across the samplet t5W/v ~or even longer, see below!.

To obtain the full frequency dependence ofr d we calcu-
late I c

ac5d*0
WJc

ac(x)dx, and by noting thatVac5r f(I ac

2I c
ac), we find r d5Vac /I ac5(1/r f1I c

ac/Vac)
21. This result

shows that the enhancement ofr d results from the fact tha
I c

ac is negative, and depending on theLr(v) parameters,r d

can become infinite and even negative for the case
S-shapedV-I curves. The full analytical expression forr d is
too extensive to be presented here. Figure 4~b! therefore
shows the calculated real and imaginary parts ofr d /r f vs

FIG. 4. ~a! Frequency dependence of the in-phase (d) and out-
of-phase (s) r d at I dc522 mA near the peak ofr d in Fig. 2. ~b!
Calculatedr d /r f vs f / f t at the operating point in Fig. 3.
3-3
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frequency at the operating point in Fig. 3. At low frequen
cies, the in-phaser d is large and it decreases towardsr f
when f approaches the transit frequencyf t51/t t . We can
understand this behavior as follows. As indicated by the a
rows in Fig. 3, at low frequenciesr d is given by dV/dI,
which can be very large depending on the specific shape
the dcV-I curve. However, the surprising result here is th
at higher frequencies, in contrast to the common belief, t
experimentalr d5Vac /I ac does not measure the truedV/dI.
At high f the local degree of disorderJc(x,t) cannot adjust to
the rapid variations and thereforeJc(x,t) is fixed atJc

dc(x),
andJc

ac(x) andI c
ac vanish. As a result, at high frequency th

ac signal, instead of following the dc curve, follows a trajec
tory shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3. This line is theV-I
characteristic of a sample with a fixedI c5I c

dc , V5r f(I
2I c

dc), resulting inr d5r f , as indeed observed experimen
tally in Figs. 2 and 4~a!.

The rearrangement of the bulk disorder always lags t
external ac drive, giving rise to a pronounced imaginaryr d
component@Fig. 4~b!# that has a maximum at intermediate
frequencies. The qualitative agreement between the result
our simplified calculations in Fig. 4~b! and the experimental
data in Fig. 4~a! is remarkable, including the frequency scale
The experimental transit frequencyf t5Vdc /BWl, marked by
the arrow in Fig. 4~a!, was obtained by a direct measureme
of Vdc , and the maximum of the out-of-phaser d occurs at
about 0.1f t , in excellent agreement with the calculate
behavior.28

Finally, we comment briefly on the response to a largeI ac
with no I dc as shown in Fig. 1. In contrast to the previou
situation, here all the metastable DP exits and reenters
sample during every ac cycle, as shown previously.17 The
detailed analysis of this case is much more complicated sin
43
o

n

v.
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Jc(x,t) changes significantly during the ac cycle and is d
ferent for the entering and exiting edges, resulting in hig
nonlinear behavior that cannot be treated analytically. Qu
tatively, however, the maximum depth to which the DP pe
etrates the sample from each edge during the correspon
half period of the ac cycle isxd

ac5v/2f , wherev is the av-
erage vortex velocity during the half cycle, while the cent
part of the sample remains ordered. Therefore the fractio
the sample occupied by the DP decreases withf as xd

ac/W
}1/f . Consequently, the volume of the OP increases w
frequency, the integratedI c decreases, andVac increases. At
sufficiently highf, practically the entire sample becomes o
dered so that the experimentalVac-I ac in Fig. 1 follows the
asymptotic dashed OP curve in Fig. 3. Thus a high-freque
measurement ofVac-I ac is a useful method to reduce edg
contamination and to approximate the trueV-I of the OP.

In summary, the process of edge contamination by
metastable disordered phase in the vicinity of the ord
disorder transition is shown to explain the convex shape
the V-I characteristics in the lower part of the PE, the lar
difference betweenVdc-I dc and Vac-I ac curves that grows
with frequency, the peak in the differential resistance and
rapid suppression with frequency, the out-of-phase signa
ac transport measurements, and the opposite frequency
pendence in the different cases of ac drive.
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